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FROM THE

CHIEF EDITOR’S

DESK

It’s a couple of months since we have entered into a new year. No one will
regret the passing of 2021, but will the ongoing new year be any better? The one
ray of hope is the belief that the virus is gradually losing its potency, as Omicron so
far has led to lesser hospitalisations and deaths. But no one is certain of the direction
the virus will take as there are already talks going around that there could be a forth
wave by June 2022.
The last two years have shown that the pandemic is a great leveller. It struck every country
with equal ferocity. The advanced world with its much better health infrastructure was
brought to its knees, as were the developing and poorer nations with a modicum of
health facilities. It proved in the end to be a great equaliser as the health facilities across
the world collapsed: whether it was Italy, the US, Japan, UK, Russia, China or India, Nepal,
Myanmar and Bangladesh.
The pandemic should have taught world leaders some life lessons, with everyone putting
their heads together to fight the virus and its deadly economic consequences. The
breakdown of supply chains, so far largely dependent on China, has led to shortages
across the manufacturing world. Alternative supply chains are not yet in place and will
take time to build.
The past couple of years have created history indeed, thanks to coronavirus and its
negative impacts world over. The ones hit hardest were the children and the young
people who lost their precious formation under the guidance of teachers in the class
rooms and labs. The rhythm of life was affected and there is a lot of attitude imbalance
in the children. The repercussions are such that one will never be able to regain to the
full what was lost.
This edition of the Newsletter has events, competitions, personal sharing by past and
present pupils and teachers as well. I would like to present you the same at a time when
the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine is a cause of worry for every nation
whether it affects directly or indirectly. The victims of this war are human beings who
are like human beings anywhere: they want to live a normal, free life; enjoy family and
friends and community; learn; work; and, each in their own way, find meaning in the
world. This war is a massive, man-made, and unnecessary tragedy in a world that does
not want for unavoidable suffering and destruction.

Br. Tom C. J.
Chief Editor and Principal

FROM THE
DIRECTOR'S
DESK
By letting your light shine, you help others fight their battles, even
without knowing it.

Dear Bosconians,
If there is one thing you should be known for, then let that be your light. But our world is full
of chaos and darkness. Of late as we can see, the entire world is on pins and needles. It seems
ego and pride rules the world. Muscle power seems to have its final word as a solution to the
situation. This is the time where our light must shine above to give hope to others in their
path. So here we shall look at some of the selfless ways to shine our light.

01. Smile
One needs to realize the need to constantly smile. Smile is considered to be a way to share
one’s own light with the world. Smile is one of the most genuine and selfless things one can
share with others without trying hard. One can never know how much you can brighten
someone’s day with this simple act.

02. Be there as a Friend
One of the unforgettable things that all will have in life is the memory that one has of the
person who stood by you at the time of need. By being there as a friend for the one in need,
there is a sharing of light and hope. And that certainly changes a situation of hopelessness
into hopefulness, from a moment of devastatedness to a moment of happiness and joy. And
being there for someone in the darkest part of their life makes greater impact than being
there on their best.

03. Share Compliments
As is known, giving compliments to someone is a selfless act. For, it is to be remembered;
words can either make a person or break a person. And by sharing a compliment, one shares
one’s own kindness and compassion towards the other.

04. Friendliness
People with certain light within them, have it in their nature to light people’s paths,
even of strangers. And the light that is within the individual is known as friendliness.
With this, one will be able to reach out to any number of people, be it strangers or otherwise. The impact it creates are much more than the wildest dream one can ever have.

05. Own Passion
One needs to have passion and fire within oneself to let it reach the other. If one is enthusiastic
about anything that will certainly be reflected in the activities one undertakes. It may be in
one’s writings, if one is a writer. So, the words that are used to stir the minds of the readers
becomes an inspiration for them to feel something about it. So, whatever be, one’s passion,
one’s enthusiasm, one’s fire from within, it turns out to be the reason to change the world to
make a difference.
To be contd...

Rev. Dr. Sajan M. George sdb
Executive Director, DBTI, Okhla

ONLINE COMPETITIONS

Cultural Club (Jhaankar)
Presents
Republic Scrolls
(Republic Day Instagram Reels Competition)
THEME: PATRIOTIC
25 -27 January, 2022

REEL
JATIN BHARDWAJ
(Draughtsman)

ANUP MINJ
(Turner)

2
JACINTA BILUNG
(COPA)

1
SAMYA CHAUDHARY
(COPA)

3
VANI SINGH
(BCA)

A CUSTOMER
TO FACULTY
It was only when I was working in a company that I came to know of
Don Bosco and the Technical institute at Okhla. The company I was
working used to give printing work at DBTI press and I used to come as
a customer to supervise the same as per the instructions of my boss. I
was taken up by the infrastructure and the overall environment in DBTI
and so I made a request to Fr. K. C. John, the printing manager, for a
teaching post. He said that he would consider my request and left the
conversation at that point.
It was on 1st May 2008 that I had received a call from the principal of
the Don Bosco for joining here as a faculty. I instantly accepted the
offer. I had joined Don Bosco Technical Institute on 20th May 2008 as
a teacher and from then on I have been teaching graphic design and
offset printing. I have been also assisting in placing our trainees in different printing presses and
companies. Many of our trainees are doing well in their career and earning handsome salaries.
My experience in Don Bosco has helped me to grow. I am thankful to all those who supported
me especially to Don Bosco management due to which I have been able to pursue higher studies
in Master of Technology - Print and Graphic Communication. The management of Don Bosco is
continuously striving to improve the system of technical education by adopting new technology
to meet the needs of the trainees. The management of Don Bosco is willing to provide opportunity
for all its staff to go for higher education and skill themselves in their respective fields.
The management always supports and cares for the welfare of the staff and trainees. Don
Bosco has concern for the poor trainees and they are helped by providing scholarships. We are
fortunate to have Br. Tom C.J. as our principal. Honestly speaking he is kind and cooperative at
the same time reasonably demanding with regard to discipline and duties. He is always ready to
guide and help me in whatever ways possible and it is a pleasure working under him. As long as
I am in Don Bosco, I shall carry out my duties with full responsibility, loyalty and commitment.
I am ever grateful to the management of Don Bosco for all the support and encouragement and
the quality training given to the needy youth. I would like to add some additional information
regarding colour management.
Colour management is a chain of systems to manage colour through the workflow of a piece
of media. It includes the management of colour spaces in media files. This process involves
the conversion of colour spaces, device characterization, and calibration to ensure accuracy
in display devices such as scanners, digital cameras, monitors, proofers, printers, and printing
machines. The primary goal of colour management is to obtain a good match across colour
devices.
Colour management is intended to ensure the same appearance on all of the output devices,
provided the devices are capable of delivering the needed colour intensities with photography.
It is often crucial that the prints on the substrates appear as intended. It is rarely possible to
reproduce identical colors on substrates with color management. But it can at least give more
control over any changes. Color management helps users select the right things with ease.

Mahesh Chand Godla, Senior Faculty
- Printing Technology Section

TEJ S TRAINING
NSDC International Ltd. is a subsidiary of NSDC that facilitates international
collaborations including capacity building, knowledge exchange, and
overseas workforce mobility. It has been engaging with government and
private organizations to promote the mobility of skilled and certified Indian
workforce. It has been actively working in markets like Japan, Australia, the
GCC countries including the UAE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia among
others.  NSDC International Ltd. launched TEJAS to train, certify and place
10,000 Indian workers in United Arab Emirates (UAE) in 1 year.
As part of TEJAS’ pilot program, 30 candidates are sourced, screened, and
given offer letters in the disciplines of HVAC, Plumbing, Electrician, and
Housekeeping Attendant. The complete drive is for Dubai and the complete
training and PDOT is for 10 days. The model designed is to give finishing skills
under RPL model and complete PDOT training before departure to Dubai.
Don Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla was privileged to have the
first batch of candidates who were trained for immediate job
placement abroad as mentioned above. A total of 26 candidates
successfully completed the six-day residential training program.
Mr. Arun Pillai, CEO from NSDC took the lead by visiting
the institute facilities before arriving at the decision to
collaborate with Don Bosco, Okhla. Mr. Ravishankar
was the main coordinator who made all the necessary
planning for the smooth running of the training program.
Br. Cyriac, the administrator of DBTI Okhla made all
the necessary arrangement for the comfortable stay
of the candidates. The candidates had a comfortable
stay and they benefited from the training program.
They had expressed their joy and satisfaction with
the eco-friendly campus and the state-of-the-art
training facilities for imparting training.

DON BOSCO’S
FEAST
The best advice is to do as well as
we can and then not expect the
reward from the world but from
God alone - St. John Bosco.
31st January 2022 was a day of great
joy and fulfilment for all the fathers,
brothers, staff and students of Don
Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla. It is a
day when we commemorate the birth of
Don Bosco in heaven. He was a saint who
worked and gave himself up for the wellbeing
of the poor and abandoned youth.
It is our firm belief that because of his great work and holiness, the moment
he passed away from this world on 31st January 1888, he was united with
the almighty in his heavenly kingdom. As we move forward in our lives,
Don Bosco continues to watch over and guide us in all our endeavours and
projects to make the lives of the poor happy and meaningful. Therefore,
there is every reason for us all to celebrate this day together with Don
Bosco. It was unfortunate that all the trainees could not be present due to
the restrictions imposed on account of covid-19. But we had a few trainees
who together with the Salesians and the staff made the day great indeed.
Fr Sajan M. George, the director of the institute, celebrated the holy mass at
8:30 in the morning for all of us. At the end of the mass the Salesians were
felicitated by the trainees and staff present and after which everyone had
a sumptuous breakfast in the hall down below. Soon afterwards, there was
a housie game with attractive prizes for everyone. Everyone eagerly took
part in the same and enjoyed to the full. In addition, there was a basketball
game between the Salesians and the staff, which the Salesians easily won.
Over all it was an enjoyable and meaningful day for all those who were
present. Every celebration is a joyful event and today’s celebration is very
significant in the life of every salesian, staff and student of our institute. We
all draw energy and inspiration from the synergy that is created due to our
active presence and collaboration in all that we carry out in the campus.
“When it comes to something that concerns the great cause of good, it is
very important to be at the forefront of progress” - St John Bosco

ADAPTING TO THE NEW CHALLENGES
The online class experience to me was both fascinating and
challenging at the same time. Covid was nowhere in the picture
when I was in class 10. I wonder how one would have thought
of online classes or studies at that time. Everything was going
on smooth until I reached class 12. Then suddenly comes the
pandemic covid-19 and the virus was spreading all over the
world. Lockdowns were imposed and the schools and colleges
were shut. Online classes were introduced to the students. It was
very challenging for everyone and many of our friends expressed
their difficulties in attending the online classes.
They could not accomplish much from the online classes. But my experience was
different when I attended online classes after taking admission in DBTI. I was getting
used to the new digital technology as my teachers Mr. Manoj and Mr. Mahesh were
taking classes online. I had no difficulty at all as the explanations were clear and
I loved to attend the online classes. During online classes I came to know about various
apps for learning and how they could be useful for the betterment of our studies. It
was a wonderful experience for me as I could upgrade myself in various ways during
the pandemic. I have also developed a strong mental strength and am ready to face
whatever the future holds for me.

~By Mohammad Lui Ali, GD One Year

LOCKDOWN CHALLENGES
As a result of the unexpected and sudden nature of the Covid-19
crisis, the government had initiated many pro-active measures
to care for its citizens. When I applied for admission to DBTI,
the government had closed all the educational institutions and
restrictions were place for the public movements. Covid had
already arrived and it was spreading fast so the Government
ordered to have online classes only. Though online classes
were a huge challenge for everyone, we eventually got used to
the same gradually and our parents were extremely supportive
as well.
Since, hand-on experience is very important for skill development, some students
expressed dissatisfaction with the online classes. There were only theory classes in
online but for practical classes offline was very much needed. In order to address this
issue one of our teachers came up with an idea of giving assignments in the form of
making posters and cards. Practical classes were given online by screen mirroring and
doubts were cleared by calls or video calls. The concerned teachers were available
24*7 for us. Now we have more knowledge on apps and technical skills. As part of the
new life style, online input sessions are also being facilitated for the betterment of
students. It was a please attending one of the input sessions where DBTI had invited
Shri Kaushal Kisore, honourable member of parliament, for a talk on Nasha Mukth
Samaj Abhian. Over 100 trainees had attended his talk. Everyone was not only edified
but also promised to work towards the eradication of alcoholism from the society.

~By Shivam, GD One Year

THIRTY
YEARS WITH
GRATITUDE
Teaching can be a demanding profession. There
are times when students can seem uninterested
in learning and disruptive to the classroom
environment due to various factors. There are plenty
of studies and educational strategies for improving
student behavior. But personal experiences may be
the best way to show how to turn difficult students
into dedicated pupils. I have thirty years of teaching
experience and dealing with youngsters in DBTI Okhla.
When I take a walk down through the memory lane, I understand
that I have a life with mixed experience which began many years back.
I was born in New Delhi. But I was brought up in a village called KOTAGIRI situated in the
District NILGIRI, Tamil Nadu. I studied in St. Anthony’s Secondary Convent School
run by nuns. After completing 10th standard, I came back to Delhi looking to
start my career. As I was from a poor family, I did not know what to do, how to
begin my career, and was roaming around Delhi for about a year without a goal.
In fact, I was getting discouraged as I did not know what to do and where to
go. At this juncture, like an angel, Rev. Fr. Susasi Sebastian came into my life
and guided me to join Don Bosco Technical Institute, Delhi. My life had changed
since then because then knew what I wanted to achieve in life. Don Bosco, Okhla
follows the motto, “learn a trade and earn a living.” My golden years were the
three years I spent for training in Don Bosco Technical Institute, Delhi. The days I
spent at the institute are still fresh in my mind.
When I did my studies here, filing and fitting work was part of the first year of
training. After completing the first year, we had to apply for a particular trade
based on the marks obtained. In the second year we learned how to operate lathe
machines and a few other machines. In our third year, we learned how to mill,
grind, shape and use some other heavier machines. After completing the training,
I joined Pharpur Cooling Towers, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad and worked there for
three years. One fine day Fr. Johny came to our factory and he invited me to join
DBTI as an instructor. On the following day, I joined DBTI because I wanted to
give back at least a fraction of what Don Bosco had given to society at large.
Teaching at DBTI is enjoyable for me because I see myself in those trainees
who come to DBTI for training. The trainees in DBTI are taught not only
theory and practical skills, they also receive a holistic formation as
well which is very crucial for their life. Besides learning the trade,
the trainees are also taught how to live an honest life as well to
become good citizens, good family men and contribute to the
society and the nation. I would like to thank the Almighty
for giving me the opportunity to learn and live in the ways
taught by St. John Bosco.
With grateful heart,

30

Mr. Sebastian (HOD, Mech.)

MY JOURNEY TO COPA
Hi, My Name is Sagar Raphael and I am from Delhi. I am
delighted indeed to share my thoughts and experiences
from Don Bosco Technical Institute. After I completed my
12th class, I wanted to take a computer course to pursue
my career in the computer field. So, I asked my brothers if
there was any computer course in DBTI that I could take.
Since they were former students of DBTI, they informed
me that DBTI offers computer courses and suggested me
to enrol myself. Hence, I decided to take admission in BCA
program at DBTI. However, I lacked the necessary qualifications to pursue a BCA. As
a result, I was unable to get a seat in BCA. In the meantime, I checked out the other
computer courses that were being offered in DBTI and chose Copa instead of BCA
and got a seat in the DBTI Hostel as well. It was amazing to see the environment of
the campus on my first day in the institute.
Upon entering the hostel, I realized that I was going miss a whole lot of things that
I used to enjoy back in my home: food prepared by my mother, arguments and
small fights with my sister and so on. Here I am not allowed to keep beard, can’t
wear hand bands and don’t have many other freedoms which I used to enjoy at
home. But I realized that if I wanted to learn and become someone worthwhile
in future, I definitely need to sacrifice somethings. Living in the hostel taught me
how to manage my life. I learned to take care of myself. Back home I never played
any games. In the hostel, I had the opportunity to learn different games such as
basketball, football, volleyball, etc. I had to follow the hostel timetable. Although it
was difficult in the beginning it helped me to discipline myself. our Hostel Warden
Fr. Abhay looks after us as if we were his own children. When we make mistakes
and go astray, he corrects us and encourages us to proceed in the right direction.
I’ve also made some good friends here in the hostel, and we have a lot of fun by
living, eating, and playing together. We have our brother Ankit who is always with
us and takes care of us as if he were our elder brother. He is always willing to assist
me especially when I am in a difficult situation. My colleagues at the institute are
also of great help to me. I enjoy studying with them as I’m able to learn a lot from
them. I also help them whatever way possible when they are in need.
After coming to Don Bosco Technical Institute, I have learned a lot of things.
I have great teachers who are ever willing to assist me in all the ways possible.
Especially our class teacher Mr. Amit sir, is of great support for us as he lives in our
own campus. We do really enjoy his company. Our Principal Br. Tom is a very kind
person; he speaks very gently to everyone at the same time strict with regard to
discipline. Our Rector Fr. Sajan always has a smile on his face and when he has to
correct us, he would do it in a gentle way without hurting our feelings.
Overall, I am having a very positive experience at Don Bosco Technical Institute.

Sagar Raphael, COPA

CHRISTMAS WITH SANTA
The past pupils of DBTI Okhla came together on 19th December 2021 for a
Christmas gathering to share their joy with one another. It was wonderful
indeed to see over 50 of the past pupils coming together to share and
have some light moments. The program started at 3:30 p.m. with the
inauguration of the crib and cutting of the Christmas cake followed by
a message from Fr. Sajan M. George, the Director of the institute. In his
message he focused on the importance of the occasion and the need
for the past pupils to be bonded together much more for the welfare of
everyone. He also emphasized that Christmas is the time to focus our
attention towards the holy family of Nazareth where it was filled with
peace and joy in spite of the innumerable difficulties faced.
There were two group songs and three dances presented mostly by the
present students. Towards the end the Santa came dancing to the tune
of ‘Jingle bells’. The program came to an end at 4:30 pm. and after which
everyone enjoyed a piece of cake each and coffee as well. Most of them
stayed back for further dancing and enjoyment for about another hour.
It was mesmerizing indeed to see everyone dancing with full gusto and
energy.

TRAINEES WITH SANTA AT CHRISTMAS
The trainees of DBTI gathered for a Christmas gathering on 23rd December
together with the students of BCA. As the number was too many for the
auditorium, the gathering was just outside in the lawn. At the outset there
was a cake cutting ceremony after which Fr. Rector gave a message in
which he emphasized the need to move forward with an attitude of joy
and sharing. There were several carol songs and dances by the students
and these mesmerized the entire staff and students. Towards the end of
the program, there was a solemn entry of the Santa with music and dance.
The Santa mingled with all and distributed gifts to selected persons. At
the end there was a lucky dip for all and everyone got something or other
as gift. Everyone was given a wall calendar and a cake piece as well.
Fr. Abhay and hostel boys worked really hard to make the event a grand
success. The arrangement looked colourful indeed as many of the BCA
students made extra effort to make it a joyful and lovely event. We all do
receive many greetings during this Christmas season, but let us all greet
everyone the message of hope, joy and love which is always special to us
at this festive time of the year.
Melvin Wilson
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AMAZING INDEED
I knew Don Bosco Technical institute long ago because
I did my schooling in Dev Samaj Modern School which
is just adjacent to the institute. I always had this
craze to visit Don Bosco and see what was
inside the campus. This is because my friends
and Dev Samaj students didn’t know about the
courses that were being offered or how the
admissions process worked. Upon asking
our school teachers about this, they told
us to contact the institute. Unfortunately, I
did not get an opportunity at that time, but after completing my
graduation, the Covid situation gave me the opportunity to enrol
myself in this institute. I then went to the institute website and filled the
application form for the O’ level computer course. But eventually I opted
to do COPA course.
A few days later, I visited the institute and was amazed to see
a lot of greenery there, including flower plants, trees, wellmaintained lawns, and so forth. Additionally, there were facilities
for various types of games like football, basketball and volleyball.
A few days later, I came to know that I was one of the luckiest
students to be sponsored by the Godrej Infotech company
for the COPA course. But due to my late admission, I had a
hard time keeping up with my studies. Nevertheless, I had
managed to overcome my difficulties and kept progressing
in my studies.
The environment in the campus is eco-friendly that attracts everyone
who will visits the institute. The punctuality of the staff and students
and the discipline with which the trainees get trained are simply
admirable. I do appreciate the efforts made by the management and
staff to take care of the overall development of the students. I really like
the morning assemblies when the students and staff assemble before
going to class. There is a common prayer or prayer song at the start of
the assembly which makes the students start the day by invoking the
blessings of the Almighty. Every day during the assembly instructions
or short inputs are given either by the Principal or by other fathers or
brothers of the institute. There is equality in this institute. I would
also like share regarding the infrastructure and the facilities. We
have labs [computer labs] for our practical. The computers are
of the latest generation: Intel i5s, 8 and 16GB of RAM, 1TB of storage, and softwares are also
of the latest version. Classrooms are fully ventilated with proper lighting and well-furnished
as well. Our learning was faster because of the technological advancement in the institute
where we had smart board with all the learning facilities.
I was very grateful to the Don Bosco Management for the training and education I had
received from this institute. And right now I am earning handsome salary as I am working
in Godrej Infotech Company which sponsored my training.

Ritika, (COPA 2021 Batch)

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
My collage experience was my initial stage into
finding my future career. Leaving home for the first
time in my life and discovering the skills I needed to
succeed in the real world. It was a make it or break it
moment in life. After completing my basic computer
course from Rajeev Gandhi Coaching Institute, I really
got interested in computers. It was then that my
brother-in-law told me about Don Bosco Technical
Institute at Okhla in Delhi.
The day I was admitted to DBTI, I felt that I was the happiest person in
the world. Things were difficult for me as a boarder since I was away
from my family and home for the first time. I was very excited about
my first day in class because I knew that I was about to enter a new
field, Graphic Designing.
The teachers of DBTI were very helpful and I specially thank
Br. Mathew John for supporting me throughout my graphic designing
course. I also thank my class teacher Mr. Manoj sir for his guidance.
I am grateful to my subject teacher Mr. Mahesh sir for making me
learn my lessons properly and I must say that all the teachers of DBTI
were very kind, helpful & supportive. They helped me a lot during my
studies and in other activities as well.
The life as a border was very tough for me. I had to follow strict rules
and regulations in the hostel, but those were the days that shaped my
life. My institute studies were managed well with online classes during
the lockdown period. I completed my Graphic
Designing course successfully and I also
learned how to face and tackle difficult
situations. At present I am working as a
Graphic Designer in a reputed firm APTARA,
a Multinational Company. Now I know t h a t
my future is bright and honestly I
must say that all credit goes to DBTI
principal and Manoj sir. I would also
encourage other young people to join Don
Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla and select
a suitable and relevant course. Once you are
there, be assured that you will complete your
course successfully and you will be able
to build your career.
~Anuj Joseph, (GD One Year 2021 Batch)

THE CNC WAY
Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
machinery is growing more popular,
and it’s easy to see why. This high-tech
manufacturing method removes many of
the barriers that prevent designers from
creating the products of their dreams.
One of the greatest advantages of using
CNC machinery is that you can build
very complex components with a high
degree of accuracy that simply isn’t
possible using conventional methods of
the past. One of the main reasons why
CNC machinery is so popular is because it
enables product designers to create more
complex components. These machines are
especially useful for manufacturing parts
with angles that are difficult to measure
and cut manually. But there are many other
advantages of using CNC machinery in the
modern manufacturing industry.
The CNC training facility at DBTI has its own
uniqueness. There are three to four stages of
training. At first the candidates get the basic
training on the conventional machines. It is
followed by basic CAD (Computer Aided
Design) training with the use of computers.
The next stage is that of training on
simulators where programming as well as
operations are carried out in the simulator
itself. Then the trainee is promoted to
another set of machine like simulators. And
the final stage is the programming and real
operation on CNC production machines.
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INSTITUTE
MANAGEMENT
COMMITTE
MEET
A virtual IMC meeting of DBTI
Okhla was held on 25th January
2022 at 3:00 pm. Keeping in
mind the COVID-19 protocols.
Mr. Ashish Srivastava began
the meeting with a note of
welcome. Mrs. Anita Sharma
also spoke up to welcome
everyone, particularly the
new member, Mr. Rajneekant
Toppo from M/s Tekorder, an
IT services company.
After glancing through the
minutes, Br. Tom gave a
briefing on all that took place
in the institute since the last
IMC meet in August 2021. The
admission to the 2021 session
was completed by November
2021 but online classes had

begun in September itself
as physical classes were not
possible at that time due to
covid-19 restrictions. Number
of admissions were slightly
higher compared to the
previous year. There were
two lockdowns in November
and December and as a result
about a month of training time
was lost.
DBTI organized its first job
fair on 27th November 2021.
Mr. Keith who is dealing with
placement, played the lead role
in the successful organization
of the Job fair. 13 companies
came for recruitment and over
400 candidates participated in
this job fair. 55 candidates were

selected by these companies B. Tech engineering courses
and 83 were shortlisted.
and three professional courses.
He informed that DBTI (or DBIT)
The
trainees
took
part
has acquired permission from
enthusiastically in the Rangoli
Salesian society headquarters in
competition that was held in
Rome to begin the engineering
the institute on 3rd November.
college. However, the institute
A Christmas gathering was
is facing acute shortage of
organized by the past pupils
funds. Fr. Sajan requested
on 19th December and the
the members to explore the
institute had its Christmas
possibility of getting CSR fund.
program on 23rd and everyone
Mr. Roger agreed to the call
enjoyed the program.
and would be in contact with
Br. Tom informed that the Br. Tom for the same.
admission process for the 2022
Br. Tom proposed that DBTI
session would begin in March.
need to add a couple of new
As a first step, promotions for
formal training programs. These
the courses offered at DBTI
could be ITI electricians and IoT
would be made in institutions
(Internet of Things). However,
in and around Delhi. The next
at least fifty lakh rupees will be
Newsletter will also be ready
required to set up the workshop/
by that time and printed
lab with all the necessary
copies will be distributed.
equipment for the same.
Mr. Rajneekant and Mr. Roger
Mr. Ashish confirmed that
offered their support in inviting
the two trainees who lost
industry experts to talk to the
their parents due to covid,
trainees in the institute. They
had applied for scholarship
also offered to help for the
and they would be granted
better organization of the job
Rs. 50000 per year. DBTI
fair next time by forming a
and IMC members thanked
small committee.
Mr. Ashish for this support. At
Fr. Sajan updated the IMC the end of the meeting Fr. Sajan
members on the progress of said that many ideas were
the Engineering college. Don shared which, if implemented in
Bosco Institute of Technology the right direction, will support
proposes to begin with three the DBTI in moving ahead.

JUST FOR YOU
RIDDLES
A traveller arrives in a small town and decides
to get a haircut. There are only two barbershops in the town - one on East Street and one
on West Street. The East Street barbershop is a
mess, and the barber has the worst haircut the
traveller has ever seen. West Street Barbershop
is neat and clean, and the barbers’ hair looks as
good as that of a movie star. Which barbershop
does the traveller go to for his haircut, and why?

YES LE
FIND A
BARBE

WHY DONT’T YOU GET
YOUR BEARD CUT?

GUARD IN CONFUSION
There are fifteen cells and the guard is in the room extreme
left below. He has to enter each cell and kill all the prisoners
one by one and come out through the door of cell No 12.
There are only two outer doors as shown. Remember the rule
is that the guard has to kill as he enters each cell and cannot
enter the cells where killings have already taken place. Tell
the guard how to manage.
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1 4 8 12
2 5 9 13
3 6 10 14
G 7 11 15
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WHICH BARBER SHOP TO GO?
YES LET’S GO
FIND A
BARBER SHOP

A traveller arrives in a
small town and decides
he wants to get a haircut.
There are only two
barbershops in town one on East Street and
one on West Street. The
East Street barbershop
is a mess, and the
barber has the worst
haircut the traveller has
ever seen. The West
Street
barbershop
is neat and clean, its
barber’s hair looks as
good as a movie star’s.
Which barbershop does
the traveller go to for
his haircut, and why?

ANSWER IT
Give your name and Email us:
info@dbti.in
And we will mention your name in
the upcoming Newsletter

• A single sneeze
travels 100 miles
per hour and shoots
100,000 germs into
the air.
• Your stomach acid
is strong enough
to dissolve metal.
• To prevent themselves
from drifting apart,
sea otters hold hands
while they sleep.
• A dog’s sense of smell
is so good that it can
detect a teaspoon
sugar in a million gallons
of water.
• Toilet seats are
cleaner than your cell
phone.
• Chewing gum can’t
digested.
• Ice pops were invented
by an 11-year old by
accident.
• The shortest war in
history lasted 38
minutes.
• Strawberries aren’t
berries.
• Longest hiccupping
attack lasted 68 years.
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19/12/21

: DBTI Alumni met for Christmas

CY

CMY
K

22/12/21

: Mechanical trainees defeated BCA students in the
Football final

23.12.21

: DBTI Christmas gathering was held

24/01/22

: Annual report of the institute was prepared and printed

25/01/22

: Institute Management Committee meeting was held

31/01/22

: Don Bosco’s feast was celebrated

02/02/22 : DGT officials visited DBTI for verification of the ITI on 2nd
February and they were highly impressed with the training
infrastructure and the campus environment.
15/02/22

: A group of trainees from H J Baba ITI, Mayur Vihar
completed their CNC training

21/02/22

: A session on industrial motivation was organized

03/03/22 : Jakson company online meet in view of CSR initiative.
12/03/22

: BCA Freshers Day

20/03/22 : Tower 2 structure is completed and furnishing is going on
in view of starting B. Tech courses by August 2022.
24/03/22 : Quarterly exams of the trainees begun.
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COLLABORATORS
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• EWD WELDING
• EY FOUNDATION
• GODREJ
• GODREJ INFOTECH LTD.
• GROHE
• KEMPPIE WELDING
• MARELLI INDIA LTD.
• NSDC INTERNATIONAL LTD.
• SCHNIEDER ELECTRIC

OUR
INDUSTRY
CO
EWM WELDING
EWM is one of the global market leaders in the field of welding
technology. Its aim is to be the first and the best when it comes to
technology quality and customer benefit. Perfect welding needs
so much more than just a welding machine, a welding torch and a
few welding accessories. For the past 60 years, EWM AG has been
engaged not only in the production of welding machines and the
required accessories, but also to a greater extent in researching
and developing innovative welding processes and components.
EWM Welding began their CSR collaboration with DBTI in 2019
and the lab is well equipped.

EY FOUNDATION
EY foundation exists to build a better working world helping to
create long-term value for clients, people and society and to build
trust in the capital markets. Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150 countries provide trust through assurance and help clients grow, transform and operate. EY helps
pioneers fight data piracy; guide governments through cash-flow
crises; unlock new medical treatments with data analytics; and
pursue high quality audit to build trust in financial markets and
business. Collaboration with EY foundation is in the initial stages.
Two of our trainees who lost either of their parents were fortunate
to get a scholarship of Rs.50000 per year through the intervention
of Mr. Ashish Srivastava who is one of the senior officers.

GODREJ
Godrej Disha, a vocational training initiative under Good & Green
intends to give a new direction to the lives of unprivileged youth
by training them in skilled employment. In this competitive corporate world, Godrej Disha invigorates our humanity and encourages
us to feel for the under privileged youth and transform their lives
by adapting the shared value approach of doing well while doing
good. Godrej Disha has set up a lab in 2018 for Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning as part of their CSR program. It is well set up with
lot of equipment for training.

GODREJ INFOTECH LTD.
Godrej Infotech Limited, a subsidiary of Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co.
Ltd, which is one of the holding companies within the USD 4.1 billion Godrej Group. This group started its journey in 1897 and through
the years have diversified from High Tech Engineering to Consumer
Products. Godrej Infotech Ltd is a software services and consulting
company headquartered in Mumbai, India. Godrej infotech has begun
their collaboration in October 2019 by way of sponsoring a six-month
graphic design course. DBTI acknowledges that in 2020 the company
was responsible for the training of 40 COPA trainees of our institute.

GROHE
GROHE is the world’s leading provider of sanitary fittings and a
global brand, dedicated to providing innovative water products.
With its engineering, innovation and design activities firmly anchored in Germany, GROHE products bear the badge of quality “Made in Germany”, ultimately strengthening the customers’
confidence in the brand. All plants of the GROHE manufacturing network make use of high-precision production engineering
to ensure compliance with consistently high GROHE standards.

RY COLLABORATORS

In 2014, GROHE became part of the LIXIL Group Corporation, a publicly listed company on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. LIXIL is the global
market leader in the sanitary ware industry and also Japan’s leading
provider of housing and building materials. GROHE, Germany began the partnership and collaboration with DBTI from 2015 onwards.
They have set up an excellent plumbing lab with latest equipment.

KEMPPI WELDING
Kemppi is the design leader of the arc welding industry. It is committed to boosting the quality and productivity of welding by continuous development of the welding arc. Kemppi supplies advanced
products, digital solutions and services for professionals from industrial welding companies to single contractors. We operate with
a highly skilled partner network covering over 70 countries to make
its expertise locally available. Headquartered in Lahli, Finland, Kemppi employs close to 800 professionals in 17 countries. KEMPPIE had
begun their collaboration a couple of years ago by way of setting up
the welding lab with all the latest equipment. It was inaugurated on
8th November 2019.

MARELLI INDIA LTD.
Marelli India Limited is adapting to the changing needs of customers
and societies by combining its proven strengths of the past with its
willingness to shape the future through investment in CASE: Connected, Autonomous, Shared, Electric. Through its offer to all the main automotive players, Marelli covers many crucial product areas: lighting,
cabin comfort, electric powertrain, electronics, green technology systems, interior experience, powertrain, ride dynamics, thermal solutions,
motorsport. Marelli India Ltd based in Manesar, Gurugaon started its
collaboration and CSR activities from 2015 onwards by way of scholarship, enhancement of training facilities, input sessions to staff and
students, industrial visit and so on. The company has been a source of
support and strength in the growth of and development of DBTI.

NSDC INTERNATIONAL LTD.
It is a subsidiary of NSDC that facilitates international collaborations
including capacity building, knowledge exchange, and overseas
workforce mobility. It has been engaging with government and private organizations to promote the mobility of skilled and certified
Indian workforce. It has been actively working in markets like Japan,
Australia, the GCC countries including the UAE and the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia among others. DBTI just began collaboration with
NSDC in December 2021 by way TEJAS. The first batch was trained
and prepared job ready abroad in December 2021.

SCHNIEDER ELECTRIC
Schneider Electirc is a French multinational company providing energy and automation digital solutions for efficiency and sustainability. It
addresses homes, building, data canters infrastructure and industries,
by combining g energy technologies, real-time automation, software
and services. The company began in 1836 as Schneider & Cie. It was
ultimately renamed Schnieder Electric in May 1999. As of 2019, Schneider Electric operates business units: energy management, Industrial automation and services. Energy management business provides
products for the management of energy in medium voltage and grid
automation, low voltage and building automation, secure power and
cooling applications. Schneider started their collaboration with DBTI
by way of CSR initiative from 2016 onwards. An excellent electrical
Lab is set up by the company with all the latest equipment.

FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS
A football tournament was organized between the
different sections of the institute. The tournament period
was extended due to the pollution lock down for several
weeks. However, the final was held on 22nd December at
3:00 pm. and the finalists were the mechanical section
and the BCA section. Both the teams tried their best for
a definite conclusion to the match. Few individuals in the
mechanical section were exceptionally talented with their
skills in the football field. Ankit and Eric were outstanding
indeed as forwards. At the final blow of the whistle the
mechanical section was leading by one goal and lifted the
trophy. They truly deserved to win as their performance
was far better than that of BCA students. Once again on
behalf of the institute my hearty congratulations to the
football champions.
Br. Tom C. J. (Principal)

MECHANICAL SECTION

Hearty Welcome
New Staff
The management of Don Bosco Technical
Institute is happy indeed that four new
instructors are joining the institute. Mr. Deepak
Raja, Mr. Deepak Saini, Mr. Shiv Kumar Patel
and Mr. Nitin Sagar are the new instructors.
They are energetic and full of enthusiasm. Their
qualification, skills, talents and experience will
definitely enhance the training programs of the
institute and will add another layer of success to
the efforts in improving the quality of training.
Everyone in the institute is delighted and excited
to have them on board as new members of the
Don Bosco family. The management is grateful
to Mr. Mohit who served the institute especially
in the mechanical lab for the past three years.
Once again a warm welcome and lots of good
wishes to the new instructors on becoming
part of our growing team. Your inputs and
contributions in the respective field will be a
great addition to the institute.

NASHA MUKT
SAMAJ ABHIYAN
Delhi, 24th January 2022.
Don Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla, New Delhi, hosted
a webinar on ‘Awareness on Alcoholic Addiction and
Drug Abuse among Youth’ as part of the “Nasha Mukth
Samaj Abhiyan Andolan” campaign on 24th January
2022. The honourable Minister of State for Housing
and Urban Affairs, Government of India Shri. Kaushal
Kishore was the Chief Guest of the program. He is a
member of parliament representing Mohan Lalganj
constituency in Lucknow, Utter Pradesh.
“If young people make a promise not to use drugs, India will undoubtedly become a drugfree and self-sufficient nation”, reiterated Shri Kaushal. Subsequently the students and
staff of Don Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla took an oath administered by the Minister
to abstain from drugs and alcohol as well as to promote campaign against the use of
drugs and alcoholism in the society. At DBTI Okhla, the management and staff of the
institute are committed not only to skilling their students in the fields of mechanical,
computer and printing technology, but also in mentoring them to be good human beings
and honest citizens.
Nasha Mukth Bharat Abhihyan (NMBA) was formulated and launched by the Ministry of
Social Justice & Empowerment which is the Nodal Ministry of Drug Demand Reduction
on 15th August 2020, in 272 Districts across 32 states/union Territories identified as moist
vulnerable in terms of usage of drugs in the country. As of now, the Ministry has covered
more than 55 thousand institutions in India. Under the egis of The Vice Chancellor of
Central University of Haryana, Professor Tankeshwar Kumar, the University has completed
this campaign in about 50 universities, colleges and schools across the country.
Mr. Mahesh Chand Godla, senior instructor gave the welcome address at the outset.
Br. Tom C. J. the principal of Don Bosco Technical Institute, Okhla welcomed the minister
and introduced him to the staff and students. Mr. Akshat Khan convened and moderated
the program. Mr. Nishant Singh who coordinated the program proposed the vote of
thanks. It was an enriching input session which gave an impetus to everyone to work for
a Nasha Mukth society.

DBTI TOPPERS

OF NCVT EXAMINATIONS
COPA (2020-2021)
MANSI NEGI 84.7%

TURNER (2019-2021)
VIMAL KHAKHA 81.6%

MACHINIST (2019-2021)
SANJAY SORENG 80.6%
DRAUGHTSMAN MECHANICAL
(2019-2021): KRIPA RAJU 78.7%

MACHINIST GRINDER (2019-2021)
SACHIN KUMAR 70.8%

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS TO THE INSTITUTE TOPPERS
OF DBTI IN THE NCVT EXAMS HELD IN DECEMBER 2021.

WOMEN’S DAY

SPECIAL

International Women’s Day on 8th March is celebrated
across the world to acknowledge and appreciate the social,
economic, cultural and political achievements of women.
The day also marks a call to action for accelerating gender
parity. Significant activity is witnessed worldwide as
groups come together to celebrate women’s achievements
or rally for women’s equality.
This year the theme for the women’s day is ‘Break the
Bias’. We all need to look at a gender equal world which is free of bias and
discrimination. Women in particular would like to see a world that is diverse,
equitable and inclusive where difference is valued and celebrated.
Knowing fully well the importance of the day in the life of every woman, the
girls of Don Bosco Technical Institute came together and put up a fabulous
show by animating the morning assembly with a variety entertainment. The
person who led from the front was none other than Ms. Rinki Pushpakar who
is a teacher in the printing section. It is important to note that all the girls took
part in the show one way or other. There was an introduction by Kanishka after
which she herself led the morning prayer. Soon afterwards Akanksha came
forward and shared her thoughts of the day. There was also an enlightening
poetry by Beena. The girls were very emphatic while performing the Nuked
Natak which gave a clear message that girls should be brave and be prepared
to break the barrier. The dance performed by Beena and Alphonsa was really
beautiful and tantalizing indeed.
The entire group of girls mesmerized the thirty minutes with their energetic
and innovative presentation on the stage. Towards the end of the program
certificate of participation was given to all the girls and Fr. Sajan M. George, the
Director of the institute, presented the same to all the girls. He also appreciated
the efforts made by the girls to make the day a memorable one and he invited
all to put their hands together to give a big applause.
There was also a poster making competition held on the previous day in honour
of women’s day and the prizes were awarded at the end of the women’s day
program. Muhammad Ribi Ali was awarded with first prize and Richard Tirkey
and Ajay Masih were second and third respectively. Before the girls dispersed
there was a photo session together with the Director and the Principal.
The global celebration of International Women’s day is a time for reflection
of how far women have come and action to continue breaking down barriers.
This particular day is centered around unity and strength. I am sure that the
girls of the institute today are enlightened and energized by their presentation
and the encouragement they received from all the staff and students.
Ms. Rinki Pushpakar

BCA 2022-2025 BATCH
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BOSCO TECHNICAL TRAINING SOCIETY (BTTS)
(AFFILIATED TO GGSIP UNIVERSITY, DELHI)

By Mrs. Deepika Kirti, Asst. Prof.

Freshers’ day is the start of a new journey of life. It is an informal kind of introduction
of the freshers to the seniors, faculty members and the institution as well. Due to
the current Pandemic situation, students have been unable to interact properly with
their seniors and faculty members. The students of Bosco Technical Training Society
organised on 12th March 2022 a freshers’ party on its campus with pomp, fun and
gaiety. Music, dance, ramp walk and various entertainment programs presented by
the fresher students and others kept the audience enthralled. The burst of talent
exhibited by Freshers was absolutely mesmerizing. The audience consisted of senior
students, faculty, guests and the management was spellbound throughout the
programs.
The program started at 10:30 am with the lighting of the lamp by the dignitaries. The
Executive Director, Rev. Dr. Sajan M. George gave the inaugural speech which gave the
right tone to the day’s program. Dr. Vikas Rao Vadi, Director (GGSIPU Courses) too
spoke on the occasion and emphasized the need to focus on learning. The program
was compered by Ms. Bhumika dixit, Ms. Vani Singh, Mr. Tanveer and Mr. Zunoor
from BCA second and first year batches. The titles given to the contestants were
Mr. Fresher and Ms. Fresher for first year students, Ms. Stylish and Mr. Stylish for
second year students and Ms. Brand Ambassador and Mr. Brand Ambassador for
third year students. There were three rounds of presentations for Mr. Fresher and
Ms. Fresher: introduction with ramp walk, talent round and question & answers. The
following were the winners of the day.
Mr. Fresher was Mr. Aryan Sharma and Ms. Fresher was Ms. Shivakshi of first year BCA.
Mr. Stylish was Mr. Gaman Arora and Ms. Stylish was Ms. Lakshita of second year BCA.
Mr. Brand Ambassador was Mr. Abhishek Bhardwaj and Ms. Brand Ambassador was
Ms. Bhawna Sharma of third year BCA.
All the awards were presented to the deserving students by Rev. Dr. Sajan M. George
and Dr. Vikas Rao Vadi. The students were applauded by everyone present for their
talented performances. Dr. Ruchi Sawhney, while proposing the vote of thanks at the
end of the programme appreciated especially those responsible for the success of
the day’s programme. The event concluded with a sumptuous lunch for all.
On the whole it was a day which all the BCA students of the institute would cherish
for an entire lifetime, not how the celebration was, but how united everyone stood to
put up such a celebration and how well the audience received it.
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BCA 2022-2025 BATCH

PRINTING
COURSE DURATION: 2 YEARS
CNC Lab
MECHANICAL
COURSE DURATION: 2 YEARS
COURSE/
TRADE

CERTIFICATION

Draughtsman

NCVT

Machinist

Machinist
Grinder

Turner

NCVT

NCVT

NCVT

ELIGIBLITY
Class X or
Equivalent with
Maths & Science
with Minimum 45%
in Mathematics
for General
Students & 35% in
Mathematics for
Christian minorities
& ST/OBC.
Students should
have sufficient
knowledge of
English

COURSE/
TRADE
Offset
Printing
Technician
(CVE)
Graphic
Design
Technician
(CVE)

CERTIFICATION

CISCE

CISCE

ELIGIBLITY
Class X
Pass in one
sitting with
40% Marks
in
English

COURSE DURATION: 1 YEAR
COURSE/
TRADE
Offset Printing
Graphic
Design and
Multimedia

CERTIFICATION

ELIGIBLITY

Don Bosco

Class VIII

Don Bosco

Class XII
Pass in one
sitting with
40% Marks
in English

Graphic Design Lab

COURSE DURATION: 2 YEARS
COURSE/
TRADE
General
Machine
Operator

CERTIFICATION

ELIGIBLITY

Don Bosco

Class VIII

COMPUTER
COURSE DURATION: 1 YEAR

Machinist

COURSE/
TRADE
Computer
Operator &
Programming Assistant
(COPA)
Compter
Hardware
& Networking

Turner

DRAUGHTSMAN

COPA Lab

CERTIFICATION

ELIGIBLITY

NCVT

Class X
under 10+2
System and
proficiency in
English

Don Bosco

Class XII and
proficiency in
English

BCA
COURSE DURATION: 3 YEARS
COURSE/
CERTIFICAELIGIBLITY
TION
TRADE
BCA
Guru Gobind
(Bachelor of
Singh
Class XII
Computer
Indraprastha
Applications) University

ABOUT US

RAC

BCA Lab

SHORT TERM COURSES
COURSE/
TRADE
CNC Milling
CNC Turning

CERTIFICAELIGIBLITY
TION
Degree/
Diploma/ITI.
3
Mech Trades
Months
or Person
working
3 Months
industry

Refrigeration
& Air Conditioning

3 Months

Class X

Electrician

3 Months

Class X

Plumbing

3 Months

Class X

Advance
Welding

3 Months

Class X

Don Bosco Technical Institute is a placement
driven and skill training Institute. It is a Christian
minority Institute established in 1971 and is
owned by Don Bosco Group. Don Bosco Group
is spread across 134 countries having thousands
of training institutes world-wide and over
125 locations in India catering to skilling and
employablity needs of the youth.

SELECTION PROCESS
Candidate must appear for Test/Counselling
and interview with the parents. Final shortlist
is based on counselling, interview and scores
from class X and XII.
• Limited hostel facility is available for Catholic boys.
• Hostel facility is available for Girls Outside the
Institute Campus.

AFFILIATED TO
NCVET, (National Council For
Vocational Education And Training)
Council For Indian School Certificate,
Sector Skill Council, NIELIT and
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University

Students who are admitted to formal courses
are not allowed to enroll in any other studies
during thier training period.
Hardware & Networking

Offset Lab

Prospectus & Application Form can be
obtained from the institute on payment of
Rs. 500/(From 24th May 2022 to 20th July 2022
between 09:30 am - 04:00 pm.)
Application form can be submitted online
and also be downloaded from
www.donboscotechdelhi.in
Send DD for Rs. 500/- in favour of
Don Bosco Technical Institute, if the application is submitted by post.

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

APPLICATION PROCESS

PROSPECTUS
2022-2023

Application form along with the attested
copy of the required documents should
reach institute before 20th July 2022.
The institute is not resposible for any postal
delay.

Admission 2022 - 2023
Issue of Form
24th May 2022 to 20th July 2022
Application Submission Deadline
20th July 2022
Counselling & Interview
26th - 28th July 2022
Interview Result 2nd August 2022
Registration 3rd August to 22nd August 2022
Commencement of classes
6th September 2022

DON BOSCO
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Okhla Road,
New Delhi - 110 025
Reception: 9643868820,
8527787221
Technical: 011 - 41033889
Email: info@dbti.in
Web: www.donboscotechdelhi.in

DON BOSCO
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Okhla Road, New Delhi - 110 025

